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Summary 
 
The chapter contains the general information on snow properties and main processes 
which occur in snow pack during cold period and during snowmelt. The models of 
hydrothermal processes and heat and moisture transfer in the dry and melting snow pack 
are described. The methods of calculation of snowmelt rate based on the energy budget 
of snow pack have been reviewed. To interpolate the spatial distributions of snow 
characteristics and to take into account the variation of statistic parameters of snow 
characteristics inside of areas of different sizes, the snow covers are considered as 
random fields. Variograms and correlograms of these fields constructed for a number of 
the river basins of various sizes have shown that for these fields in many cases can be 
accepted the hypotheses of homogeneity and isotropy which are allowed to use for snow 
interpolation the methods of kriging or optimal interpolation. The conditions of statistical 
self- similarity of random fields are presented and estimation of fractal dimensions of 
the snow depth and the snow water equivalent fields of different scales has been made. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
A permanent snow cover is formed on about 20% of the Northern hemisphere and about 
15% of the Southern hemisphere. A significant part of land is covered by snow several 
times during cold period. Changing the heat balance of the land, the snow cover has a 
considerable effect on the climate. The presence of a snow cover on a drainage basin 
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also influences very greatly the runoff generation. In many parts of the world river 
runoff consists mainly of water yielded by the melting of snow. The snowmelt spring 
runoff of most large plain rivers of Russia and Canada exceeds half of annual runoff; at 
the same time, the portion of snowmelt runoff from mountain area in the arid regions 
can be significantly larger. 
Snowfall over an area is more uniform than rainfall; however, snow accumulation is 
largely a function of elevation, slope, exposure, and vegetative cover. Snow spatial 
redistribution is strongly affected by the interaction of wind and topography as well as 
by interaction of wind and vegetation. Gullies and surface depressions are filled up by 
snow first of all and can accumulate a considerable portion of the total river basin snow 
resources. In forests much of the intercepted snow is blown off and accumulates on the 
open areas. During blowing and transport of snow significant evaporation may occur 
(the evaporation losses may reach 40-50% of annual snowfall). The snow water 
equivalent (the depth of water which would result from the melting of the snow) in 
forest areas is usually 10-40% more than in the open areas (in some cases, a general 
increase of precipitation in the forest is possible). Snow accumulation generally 
increases with elevation because of the combined effect of the prevailing lower 
temperatures and the increased frequency of precipitation events caused by orographic 
effects. 
 
The small-scale variations of snow cover, caused by spatial change of relief, vegetation, 
and local meteorological conditions, are superimposed on large- scale variations 
associated with physiographic and climatic tonality. It leads to very large spatial 
variability of snow cover characteristics, and they are often considered as random 
values. The coefficients of spatial variation of the snow water equivalent range from 
0.15-0.20 in the forest zone to 0.30-0.60 in the steppe zone.  
 
After snowfall the snow pack undergoes significant transformation (metamorphosis) 
caused by compaction, action of the thermal gradients, and change of the crystal 
structure resulting from interactions of ice, liquid water, and water vapor. The air 
humidity in the snow pack is usually close to saturation; however at rapid changes of air 
temperature there may be a significant transfer of water vapor from the lower layers of 
snow (thermodiffusion of water vapor) and its considerable sublimation on the ice 
crystals. In addition to the changes brought about by vapor the freezing together of two 
or ice crystals takes place, especially in the presence of liquid water in a snow pack. 
This transformation of snow structure is called constructive metamorphosis. The term 
“destructive metamorphosis” applies to the transformation of the form of snowflakes, 
which takes place during the first one-two days period after deposition as a result of 
mechanical interaction of snowflakes. Because of surface tension, sharp edges and 
abrupt angles of stellar crystals are unstable and the common tendency of crystals is 
reduction of their overall surface area.  
 
Constructive and destructive metamorphosis results in producing a uniform and coarse 
structure of the snow (this process is called snow ripening). In a fully ripe snow ice-
crystal size is so large that at the beginning of the melt it can contain only from 3 to 5% 
of liquid water. The metamorphosis of snow significantly changes density and other 
physical properties of snow. Snow at the time of fall may have a density as low as 0.01 
to as high as 0.15 gcm-3; snowfall in the form of dry snow may vary in density between 
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0.07 and 0.15 gcm-3; average wind-toughened snow has a density about 0.28-0.30 gcm-

3. Ripe snow has a uniform density of 0.4-0.5 gcm-3. The influence of constructive 
metamorphosis on the snow density is usually small; however this process can 
considerably change the mechanical properties of snowpack and plays an important role 
in the heat transfer in snow. During melting period the snow density changes as a result 
of formation of liquid water and transformation of structure of ice crystals (especially 
when there is night refreezing of melt water). 
 
The greatest density which can be attained by shifting the snow grains around, is about 
0.55 gcm-3. Further densification, which can occur under the action of deformation, 
refreezing, recrystallization, produces a compact, dense material called firn. At a density 
of between 0.82 and 0.84 gcm-3, the air spaces disappear and the material becomes 
impermeable to air and water. This material can be defined as ice. The old ice has the 
density about 0.90 gcm-3; the theoretical density of pure ice is 0.92 gcm-3. Accumulation 
on land of ice resulted from recrystallization of snow or other forms of precipitation 
leads to formation of glaciers. Typical peculiarities of the glacier are the presence of an 
area where snow or ice accumulates in excess of melting, and another area where the 
wastage of snow or ice exceeds the accumulation, as well as a slow transfer of mass 
from the first area to the second. 
 
Being a porous medium, the snow pack has much in common with the soil. In the dry 
snow, liquid water is retained mostly by film tension and capillary forces. The porosity 
of snow varies from 0.80-0.87 (for new snow) to 0.50-0.70 (for old coarse-grained 
snow). The liquid -water holding capability of snow (the maximum value of liquid 
water content beyond which water will drain by gravity action) is about 0.13- 0.15. The 
movement of water through snow pack begins when snow pack is saturated by liquid 
water beyond these values. In the period of snowmelt, a part of the liquid water may 
refreeze. 
 
The proportion of solar radiation falling on snow cover and then reflected (albedo) is 
high compared with soil and vegetation and varies over the winter. The new snow has 
an albedo 0.75 - 0.90 and after ripening the albedo can reach 0.35-0.40. The empirical 
dependence can usually be constructed between the albedo and the snow density as a 
characteristic of snow ripening. A close relationship also exists between albedo and the 
accumulated daily maximum temperature after the last snowfall. The sensible heat is the 
second important energy budget member. Sometimes, the precipitation heat can be a 
considerable contribution to positive snow pack energy balance. However in most cases 
effects of rainfall on the ripening snow and a decrease of albedo are more important. 
 
The latent heat of vaporization is extremely large, approximately 2.83 MJ kg-1 of snow. 
The energy required to sublimate 1 kg of snow therefore is equivalent to that required to 
raise the temperature of 10 kg of liquid water by 67° C. Vaporization is reversible, as 
this energy is released to the environment upon recrystallization of vapor to ice. The 
latent heat of fusion is large, approximately 333 kJ kg-1 of snow. The energy required to 
melt 1 kg of snow (already at 0°C) therefore is equivalent to that required to raise the 
temperature of l kg of water  to 79° C. Latent heat is released to the environment during 
freezing, when liquid water crystallizes. 
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The thermal conductivity of a snow cover is low compared with soil surfaces and varies 
with the density and liquid water content of the snow cover. A typical value of thermal 
conductivity for dry snow with a density of 100 kg m-3 is 0.045 W m-1 K-1, over six 
times less than that for soil.   
 
2. Modeling of Hydrothermal Processes in the Dry Snow Pack 
 
Temperature regime in dry snow pack is exceedingly complex and is controlled by a 
balance of the energy fluxes at the top and bottom of the snow pack, radiation 
penetration, amount of snowfall, thermal conductivity of snow layers and 
metamorphosis processes.  
 
Snow during winter periods with small influence of thaws can be considered as a dry 
porous medium where the ice crystals are fixed and vertical water transfer is going on in 
the form of vapor flux. Under these assumptions, it is possible to describe hydrothermal 
processes in the dry snow pack including constructive metamorphosis as follows 
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(energy balance equation) 
 
where vρ , vq , and vC  are the density, unit flux and heat capacity of vapor, respectively, 

efC  is the effective heat capacity of snow pack, which is equal 
to ( )( )I I a a v v 1C I C c Iρ ρ ρ+ + − , aρ  and aC are the density and heat capacity of air, Iρ  is 
the ice density, sL is the latent heat of sublimation, Tq is the conductive heat transfer in 
snow pack, I  is the volumetric content of ice in snow pack, sT   is the snow temperature. 
 
Assuming 
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where vD is the effective coefficient of vapor diffusion and substituting this expression 
in the mass balance equation gives  
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Treating vρ  and vD  as functions of the snow temperature sT  and taking into account 
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that I vρ ρ   gives the mass balance equation in the following form 
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Assuming that 
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where ( )s sλ ρ is the heat transfer coefficient of snow enables to transform the energy 
balance equation to the following form: 
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Comparing the terms of this equation shows that the terms 
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following equation: 
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The effective coefficient of vapor diffusion vD depends mainly on snow temperature 
and, in less extent, on snow density.  
 
To calculate heat transfer in dry snow for comparatively short period (to 2-3 months) 
Eqs. (5) and (8) can be simplified. At 3

s > 0.05 g/cmρ s  the term I IC Iρ is significantly 

larger than the other terms including in the coefficient at sT
t

∂
∂

. It is also possible to 

neglect heat and mass transfer by vapor and to use instead of the snow thermal 
conductivity the effective snow thermal conductivity efλ which accounts for the heat 
transfer by vapor. As a result, instead of the system (5-8), we have  
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Kuchment et. al. (1983) combining the experimental data of a number of researchers 
obtained the empirical relationship 
 

2
ef s s( ) 0.00005 0.004λ ρ ρ= +  (10) 

 
( efλ  in cal/cm sec oC; sρ  in g/cm3). 
 
At low negative temperature the role of water vapor in heat transfer increases and the 
value of efλ decreases. 
 
For describing the densification of snow cover caused by destructive metamorphosis, 
Anderson (1976) suggested to use the following equations. 
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where dρ  is a calibrated critical value of snow density, 3C and 4C are calibrated 
coefficients, sT  is in K , 0 = 273KT .The numerical experiments carried out using this 
solution for a 1.2m snow layer in (Kuchment et al., 1983) showed that the terms of 
equations which accounted for the vapor–ice phase transitions affect mainly the snow 
temperature, increasing effective snow thermal conductivity. Differences in the snow 
temperatures calculated with accounting for phase transitions vapor –ice and without 
these transitions can reach 10%. 
 
- 
- 
- 
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